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June 21st, 59 a.H.

RAELIANS HAVE FUN….

The last monthly gathering of the year in Montreal was held last Sunday... What a great
success! The animator on roller blades, the electrifying Monsieur « N », was surrounded
by glamourous and sensual accomplices in a backgrond of balloons.... Brigitte Boisselier
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and
Nicole
Bertrand,
the
continental guide, gave us delicious
talks, the meditation by Cameron
was delectable too.... everything
was there to make it an
exceptional event!
Orev, in charge of this monthly
gathering for the whole year,
thanked her wonderful team for
their remarkable work and the
hundreds of people there gave
them an ovation as it has been
quite an achievement.
Music, joy, colors, danse, humour,
reflexions, harmony, creativity,
originality, fraternity, these are the words that describe best this Sunday morning party.
Next in the agenda is the August 6th celebration and Jocelyn Chabot, guide in charge of
Quebec City, announced us a very special celebration on a boat, in Quebec.... Sensuality
and water pleasure are already scheduled for the Quebec team !
But the main “rendez-vous” is in a few weeks from now, on July 16th, at the Awakening
seminar in The Prophet’s gardens. The registration team worked hard last Sunday, it
seems that the coming 8 days with the Messenger of the Infinite will be exceptional ones!
(written by Jean Claude Nader)

In Boston….
A week before, some raelians from Montreal went
to Boston for diffusion... Marisse tells us :
Just a small word to share the pleasure we had to
diffuse at the gay pride in Boston last week end.
We were 4 coming from Montreal, (Joseph, Stella,
Georges and me). We met Kasyo, Mehran and
Mark, the local team and had a lot of fun. We gave
2000
pamphlets
and
didn’t
have enough
to finish up the day. After a nice meal, we walked
through the Quincy Market of Boston and met with a
student from Cameroon and a musician from Burrkina
Faso who was playing his Gora …

From Boston to Burkina… there is indeed only one step J
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Permael, assistant-guide from Burkina tells us:
The seminars in Accra are still making wonders. Fabrice, level 1 in
Burkina, is still on a little cloud after his encounter with the Prophet
Rael and he just orgnized a conference in Bekuy, a village located
about 100 km from Elohika. More than 230 people came and received
the Messages of our Creators in their local languages (Dioula and
Mooré). The beautiful ambiance, the high interest and the quality of
the quetion showed that there is no frontiers to the messages.

In a different style, Chris and Marina’s latest adventure in Santa
Fe...
Chris and I recently went to Santa Fe where Chris had to teach at
a screenwriting conference. There are gathered for a week famous
producers, managers and screenwriters like Robert Denozzi who is
producing the latest Richard Geer and Judy Foter's movies, or Chris
Devore who wrote The Elefantman, and much more.
As you can imagine, we didn't go unnoticed... and Dana, Chris's
mum gave us a hand ;)
Dana is the Director of the screenwriting conference. Her and Bell
(Chris's sister) wrote a screenplay named "My brother sleeps with
a Raelian", a comedy telling our trip to England and how they
discovered through television that Chris's future mother-in-law is cloning babies! ;) The
screenplay is praising the Raelian philosophy ;)
Just before our arrival, the first page of the screenplay was printed on the Santa Fe
newspaper! Also Dana and Bell read the 10 first pages of script in front of the entire
audience, and everyone loved it! They were all waiting to meet "the Raelian".
Chris and I played, laughed and spread the message at the VIP parties. We made very
good friends with quite a few of those crazy Hollywood people and they all went to visit
the Website! :)
Among our encounters... :) we met two couples who live in SantaFe. The love and
telepathy between us were very strong! They invited us to their house and to my great
surprise, Celeste and Buck who designed the house had reproduced a smaller version of
the Embassy! Regina and Bill who live there had written a screenplay so close to the
messages! where “extraterrestrials” create life on earth and have babies with the beautiful
women. They are like us, we are like them... :) !!! Both couples are planning to come to
the next seminar :)
Raelian love bubbles are flying in the New Mexico sky :))
Thank you *Rael* for transforming my life into a crazy adventure :))
I love you!!
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Marina
A POEM from CARMELA, Inspired by the last seminar in Las Vegas ( Thank you
Carmela!!)

AWAKENING
To wake up
In the morning
With a song in your heart, is to
Be
Eternity in the process of becoming
Aware of itself.
To wake up
In the morning
With a symphony in your mind, is to
Be
Eternity in the process of becoming
Aware of other eternities.
To wake up
In the morning with a melody,
Running through your veins, is to
Be
Eternity becoming
Aware of a new dawn
To greet your
Self in the mirror with a smile,
Is to see
Eternity smiling back at
You, listening to your tunes
OMMming, humming and
Wondering, while envisioning
The rest of the day.
Carmela Tal-Baron

Raelian seminar, Nevada Landings, May 13-20, 2005

And Thanks to You, Beloved Prophet, who inspired every
one of our moments of pleasure, joy, contemplation and
love... we owe You so much! THANK YOU!!
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IN O U R N EW S TH IS W EEK … .

( Raelianews.org)

The highest effect of a trained consciousness is the ability to stop reacting to
external stimuli.
Rael’s teachings confirmed by brain scientists
Australian scientists from The University of Queensland
have been studying the effects of meditation on brains and
how it can change behaviors. For their study, they were
given access to 76 Tibetan Buddhist monks who had
between 4 and 54 years of meditation training. Among
other tests, they gave the Buddhist monks vision tests,
where each eye was concurrently shown a different image.
While most people's attention would automatically
fluctuate between the two images, they were amazed to
see that the monks were able to focus on just one image.
Some of them, the most trained ones, could do it as long
as 12 minutes! (Results published this week in Current Biology)
This aspect of meditation is a very important part of the teachings of the Prophet Rael, the
capacity to block out external information and choose whatever we want to hear, see,
touch, taste, smell, the capacity to choose whether any negative information can access
our brain.
Following the publication of the Australian team’s report, the Prophet Rael said: “ This is
wonderful! It is one more proof that what we teach in seminars works: the highest
effect of a trained consciousness is the ability to stop reacting to external
stimuli.”

PARIS MAYOR PROMOTING OFFICIALLY WITCH HUNT AGAINST
RELIGIOUS MINORITIES
Paris Mayor produced a document inciting the population to do witch hunt against
religious minorities. In this incredible document, in the country that claims to be the"
birthplace of Human Rights", we can see an incitation to denounciation of people
adopting "suspicious behaviours" like: becoming vegetarians, using natural medicines,
being mystical, being preoccupied by metaphysic or wondering what is the meaning of life
!
And Ann Hidalgo, deputy mayor of Paris gives an official phone number to call for people
suspecting somebody amongst their friends or family to have such behaviours...We are far
from the official image of the "country of freedom" as France want to be depicted. We ask
all groups and people acting to defend Human Rights, which contain precisely the right to
religious freedom, to protest officially against this scandalous behaviour which brings
down France to the same level as Communist China.
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By the way the only foreign experts helping China to fight the Falung Gong were sent by
...the French government !
Here is the translation of the pamphlet:
HELP THE MAYOR OF PARIS
RID THE CITY OF SECTS AND
SAVE THE CITIZENS AND CHILDREN OF PARIS
Maybe you know someone in your circle of friends, or your family who is a non-conformist,
a vegetarian, a mystic, someone who uses natural medicine to heal themselves, is
preoccupied with metaphysics, wonders what is the meaning of life, or is promiscuous.
The ADFI has established this list of symptoms to look out for which will confirm your
suspicions:
They just made a change in:
-

behaviour habits
clothing and look
vocabulary
interests
moving about within France or abroad
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-

weekly meetings, weekend gatherings
many telephone calls
lots of mail
spends a lot of time reading or meditating
food habits. Do they have any food taboos, any food which they strongly avoid?
Taking vitamins or supplements? Or alternative medicine?

Refuses science: do they have alternative explanations for the world, for life, for
physical or biological mechanisms, compared to what was taught at school?

If this person shows several of these symptoms, don't hesitate to report them to the town
hall of your area so that they can extract them from the grip of that sect
What should you do?
Build up a dossier:
- Note down the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of anyone linked to the
suspect.
- Keep a diary recording any meetings or relationships that this person might have.
- Keep a watch the suspect’s circle of friends and check out what they read, the
vocabulary they use, their timetables, their names and surnames.
Let us not remain complacent towards this danger. For all information, contact the CICA at
your local town hall
Mrs Anne Hidalgo on 01 55 76 75 15, 01 44 54 75 94
Support committee Anne Hidalgo
The city of Paris and the CICA
The fight against sectarian groups is the order of the day
The Town hall of the 18th precinct of Paris has invited citizens and associations to
participate in a CICA (Comite d?Initiative et de Consultation d’Arrondissement =
Neighbourhood Committee of Initiative and Consultation) on Wednesday the 30th march
2005 at 19h with Daniel VAILLANT and Anne HIDALGO, who is the 1st deputy to the
Mayor of Paris, in order to present the action taken by the Ville de Paris and specialized
associations and to take on concrete action in the fight against sectarian groups and their
consequences.
The Ville de Paris has resolutely committed itself to fight against the development of sects
by creating a network of neighbourhood vigilance, establishing informational and
preventional events for the general public and providing an increased support for the
organisations who often work under difficult conditions against the dangers that these
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sectarian movements represent, especially towards the youth and more fragile members
of society.
The fight against sectarian deviation is everyone’s business, and requires the mobilization
of public authorities, associations, and especially of citizens whose vigilance is sometimes
put to the test by the proselytism of groups who hide their true nature under the guise of
extracurricular activities, sport, health, cultural and social activities.
CALL TO ALL PARISIANS
Anne HIDALGO, the deputy Mayor of Paris assured us that the Mayor and other anti-sect
organisations, has established a run down of all the sectarian movements in the capital,
helped by the APUR who made a very useful map. This map has been distributed to all
sectors, to all the town halls and allows one to identify the exact location where these
movements are operating in the Paris area. A copy of this map is waiting for you in your
town hall or you can get it from the APUR. This document illustrates the extent of to which
these dangerous sects are present. Whatever they call themselves, or whatever good they
claim to bring, they are dangerous and infringe on basic freedom and human rights as
defined by the universal declaration of human rights.
Xavier LAUGAUDIN, counsellor of the 17th precinct, president of the association
Attention Enfants has defined these groups and people who try to make money and
control people as cash grabbers?
If you wish to take part in the surveillance of the groups listed in the parliamentary reports
1996 and 1999, contact the town hall in your neighbourhood.
To order the map, call APUR on 01 42 71 28 14, fax 01 42 76 24 05

The first legally recognized Humanist wedding ceremony in Britain
has taken place on Saturday.
So far, only local registrars or authorized religious representatives could carry out legal
wedding services.
An Edinburgh couple wed at the city's zoo after getting permission for the marriage from
the Registrar General for Scotland, who agreed existing rules, were discriminatory as
neither of them is religious and it would have been hypocritical for them to get married in
a church. The British Humanist Association is now trying to get the same right in England.
In the US, the Raelian Movement has been providing this option to Humanists for a few
years now. Couples who are willing to publicly express their wish to live together have the
means to do so without having to pretend they believe in god. Ricky Roehr, the American
national guide will perform a marriage in a few weeks in his neighbourhood in Las Vegas
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as an atheist priest. Here is what the couple told him: “we don't want this marriage to
have anything to do with god. We don't care if our families don't approve. We want you to
perform this wedding ceremony because we feel close to your views on love and the
world in general".
The raelian philosophy brings an alternative to traditional marriage as our wedding
“blessing” states: “You are now married, for a day, a month, a year or a lifetime, as long
as you wish, provided that you decide to split before love between you has completely
vanished”. Raelian weddings are responsible, non-mystical ceremonies that are recognized
in many states in the US and a “blessing” J for the humanist community.

Our support was sent this week to
-

Tom Cruise who was victim of an aggression in London at his latest movie
premiere.

-

Michel Kichka, a freelance illustrator from Israel who did this funny

-

cartoon
The Japanese people, in the form of a press release. We support Japan’s whaling
as a defence of Japanese traditions against gastronomic imperialism of the West
that is trying to forbid it. The Prophet Rael said: “ It is a kind of gastronomic
racism making some animals politically correct to eat and others not. We support
whaling as we support dog meat eating in Korea.”

AND, MAYBE THE MOST UNEXPECTED DIFFUSION OF THE
WEEK….?
The following text was found by Saori from London on the official website of the reality
show Big Brother…. It is a conversation between two members of the show. Here is
what they report… ( thanks Saori!!!)
Craig Phone Home
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Day 20, 00:25
Craig shared some of his theories about alien life and the origins of mankind with a
fascinated
Sam.
In a rare moment of deep thinking, Craig stopped gossiping about the other
Housemates and explained the origins of humanity to Sam.
"The Elohim are the ones that brought us to earth from another planet," he explained.
"But then there was an uprising and this other alien race came and exterminated them,
but they didn't realise there was another colony on earth."
"Are these things real?" Sam asked sounding a little concerned.
Craig then said that he wasn't religious and didn't believe in God but believes in aliens
instead.
"I can't believe people believe in God and not in aliens," he exclaimed.
And then in a Eureka moment of clarity he mused: "But then...surely God would be an
alien?"
Wow, that's so cool"
Kind of...possibly," replied Sam, looking bemused.
The hairdresser said he had studied Ancient Egyptians and their relationship with aliens
as part of his Art History course before further baffling Sam with notions of "pyramids
in the sky".
"Hmmm, fascinating," said a trance-like Sam, either converted or just really confused.
Will Craig start wearing a mauve shell suit and claim that Big Brother is a seven-foot
lizard?
Check back to find out...
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